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I was a newbie to the 4wd Adventures Forum however had met a number of members on 
previous trips with other groups. The forums annual gathering had been organised for 
Bendethera in Deua National Park in mid September 2015. The camper trailer had been 
given a spring clean, paint touch up and axle hubs repacked in the preceding weeks. Initially 
about a dozen people indicated they would attend however by the date of the weekend this 
had whittled down to seven. Max from Victoria was heading in on the Monday and I was 
heading in on the Wednesday as I was on leave. Everyone else was heading in on Friday.  

 
It was a glorious sunny and crisp spring day when I set off early mid-week for the South 
Coast. The weather outlook was excellent with the days warming up further into the 
weekend. I checked the axle hubs after leaving the M7 at the first opportunity and all was 
fine. The trip down south was uneventful with light traffic and I stopped at Fitzroy Falls for 
morning tea. Leaving Fitzroy Falls I continued on through Kangaroo Valley and Nowra 
stopping for lunch at Ulladulla where I had a feed of fish and chips at a picnic table near the 
Fish Co-op overlooking the ocean. All the trawlers were in but there did not seem to be 
much activity. 
 
Leaving Ulladulla I continued south past Batemans Bay and into Moruya mid-afternoon and 
then headed for Bendethera travelling in through Wamban Rd and Sugarloaf Rd. Just after  
the Hanging Mountain Lookout and near the Plumbwood Fire Tower I came to an 
unsurmountable obstacle. A large tree had fallen across the track and there was no way 
around. There did seem to be a possible bypass track that had not been used for many years 
but as I was towing and on my own decided this was not an option. I tried to raise Max who 



was already at the camping site but was out of range. There was no option but to retrace my 
wheel tracks and return to Moruya to find a campsite for the night.  
 

I decided to head out to Moruya Heads to find a 
caravan park however came upon a dirt track 
heading south along the coast into Eurobodalla 
National Park that looked promising. Across a 
small creek from Congo Point I found a lovely 
bush camp with grassy campsites where I set up 
camp among the acacias and screened from the 
road. This remote location did not have another 
soul around. I cooked dinner and had a few 
refreshments before retiring for the night to the 

sound of breaking surf on the beach.    
 
Thursday morning I was up 
at daybreak and went for a 
stroll down to the beach to 
watch the sun rise. The day 
dawned overcast and a bit 
crisp and I worked out a plan 
of attack. I decided to bide 
my time in Moruya and 
phone National Parks when 
they opened about the blocked track. When I phoned them I advised them of the blocked 
track and they advised they would send someone out to check it and let me know when it 
was clear. In the meantime I toured the area to look for an alternative campsite with better 
facilities. The council caravan park out near the airport adjacent to the runway, I thought, 
would be a bit too noisy so I headed out to Congo Point where I found a National Park 
campground with better facilities and only $5 for the night. The amenities block was almost 
new with flushing toilets, camp kitchen although the shower was cold but excellent for the 
price. The only downside was that no wood fires were allowed. 
   

I set up camp and spent the 
morning exploring the area 
including a walk around 
Congo Point. Just after lunch 
I received a call from 
National Parks advising the 
track was clear however as I 
had already set up camp 
decided to stay the night. I 
spent the rest of the 
afternoon relaxing with 
intermittent walks and took 
a few photos. It was low tide 
and there was abundant 



birdlife on the rocky point. A couple of 
older surfers with their long boards 
suited up in their boiler suits, as the 
water was still quite chilly,  took to the 
water off the point for a surf.  
 
Back at camp as I had reception I 
checked the forum and found that Max 
had run into trouble with his clutch 
slave cylinder failing. He had to drive 
back to Moruya for supplies and have 
the cylinder replaced. Luckily he arrived 
at the fallen tree on the way out just as National Parks were clearing the track. 
 
Late afternoon was happy hour and a few grey nomads in residence invited me to join them. 
There was the lady camp caretaker, a retired firey and retired ships engineer who all 
seemed semi-permanent and two other couples travelling around the country. There is 
nothing like listening to the adventures of fellow travellers whilst having a few 
refreshments.      
 

Friday morning I was up 
before dawn before packing 
up camp, refuelled and 
headed back to Bendethera.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On the way passing the fallen tree 
which had now been cleared. 
Heading into the valley I lowered 
tyre pressures and engaged low 
range 1st on the steep sections 
which enabled me to drive down 
the inclines without overloading 
brakes and also minimised the 
chance of the camper overtaking 
me. 
Crossing the Deua River a number 
of times to get to the camp site  I 



found it lower than the previous March trip I had done  and arrived at the well-marked 
campsite mid-morning. Max who had been in residence for a few days had placed some 
coloured balloons on a tree near the track adjacent to the camping area. I offloaded 4 bags 
of firewood adding to Max’s trailer load. This plus what the others bought would keep us in 
good stead for the duration of our stay.   
 
I set up camp on the large, flat 
and grassy area and then had a 
chat to Max over a cup of tea 
around the fire pit which Max had 
prepared. The rest of the 
afternoon was spent lazing 
around the campsite. There was 
the odd uninvited guest who 
made their presence known. A 
goanna skulked around the camp 
area investigating each camp to 
see if any scraps were lying 
around. A small flock of Flame 
Robins amused us with their antics as they flitted about amongst the bright yellow wattle 
with their bright orange breasts standing out amongst the foliage.  
 
Quite a few kangaroos were in residence in the next camping area grazing quietly. There 
were some very large greys amongst them and a number of females with joeys peering out 
of their pouches. 
 
Mid-afternoon, Howard & Margaret arrived and set up camp and late afternoon the jeep 
brigade arrived with Gary & Penny, Ray & Sherry and Ryan setting up camp. After we all 
introduced ourselves and relaxed for the rest of the afternoon prior to dinner and a few 
refreshments. Todd and his kids arrived during the night. 
 

Saturday dawned 
with a light fog 
hanging about 
indicating a bright 
and sunny day. A 
few inquisitive Satin 
Bower Birds were 
strutting around the 
campsites peering 

into everything to see what they could steal. 
 
After all the domestic duties had been done it was agreed we would investigate the rest of 
the camping area which extended for some distance down the valley alongside the Deua 
River. They were many other large camping sites with a few other fellow campers occupying 
some but still plenty of vacant sites. At the end of the valley we retraced our steps and 
stopped near the site of the old homestead where not much remained. The only 



recognisable structure was the old bakery 
oven. There was also a small cemetery in the 
vicinity. Crossing the river on a small narrow 
track we found some more camping sites on 
the other side however there were no 
amenities available. We headed back to camp 
for some lunch. On returning to camp a lone 
wombat was grazing near my campsite and 
scurried off when the others returned.   
 
Some of us remained in camp  to laze away the 
afternoon whilst the others continued back to one of the main river crossing to have a play 
and take a few photos. It seems Ray found a deeper hole than he anticipated in the river 
bed and the vehicle started to float but not being watertight filled up. Unfortunately the 
water level rose above the level where he had some paperwork stored. On returning to 
camp he spent the afternoon with the engine running and the paperwork on the bonnet 
drying out.   
 

The fire was ignited. Later 
the odd camp oven was set 
up resting on a good bed of 
coals underneath and more 
on the lid. The coals were 
replaced from time to time 
to keep the cooking process 
going. We spent some time 
around the campfire having 
dinner and a few 
refreshments following 
which some of the others set 
off for a night drive to 
investigate a story about 

some stones that were supposed to glow at night. When they returned it seems the story 
was a myth for they could not find them. 
 
On Sunday we decided to drive the Merricumbene Track which is one of the more 
adventurous tracks in the park and take a loop back to camp along the Oulla Creek and 
Coondella Fire Trail.  
 
Heading off through the creek crossings again 
we headed for the Merricumbene Fire Trail 
finding it in pretty good condition with some 
sections being graded within the last 12 
months. The track has some quite steep 
sections which can be treacherous in the wet 
however as it was dry there were no dramas. 
We spent the morning negotiating the track 



and ended up at the Dry Creek crossing early afternoon where we had something to eat.   
 
We decided to head back to camp on the Araluen Road rather than the other tracks which 
was probably just as well. Near the front of my vehicle I had a faint whiff of diff oil. Oh, Oh. 
A visual inspection didn’t show anything unusual.  We left Dry Creek and headed for the 
Araluen Road. I stopped to engage high range and no drive, Bugger. Back into low range all 
good. High Range again and engage the centre diff lock. Nasty noise. I got out of the vehicle 
and noticed some diff oil on the ground. I couldn’t see anything but Ray fiddled with the CV 
shaft and found it loose at the diff end. The conclusion was the shaft had somehow come 
out of the diff hence no drive without the centre diff lock engaged.  
 
I gingerly drove slowly back to Moruya and called the NRMA. We worked out a plan of 
attack which involved the others going back to camp and kindly offering to bring my camper 
trailer out the following morning. Dave the NRMA patrolman turned up and confirmed the 
diagnosis of the CV shaft and arranged for a flatbed to move the vehicle to his shed 
overnight and in the morning transport it back to a local mechanic. NRMA Premium Care 
arranged for  accommodation for me at a motel just out of town and Dave drove me there 
where I spent the night. 
 
Monday morning I caught a taxi to the mechanics and the vehicle arrived shortly after and 
sat in the parking area until the mechanic had time to look at it around lunch time. I took a 
stroll around Moruya for the rest of the morning and returned around lunch time to find the 
mechanic had been able to remove and inspect the CV shaft, reinsert it and refill the diff 
finding a few bits of metal in the oil. It was driving OK with no noises and it was suggested to 
have it checked in Sydney on my return.  
 
The others showed up with my camper trailer around lunch time and we all had some lunch 
at a local café before saying our goodbyes and heading off home. Max had headed back to 
Victoria via the Dampier Fire Trail on the other side of the valley. 
 
Thanks to Gary for arranging the trip, Ryan for towing my camper trailer out of Bendethera, 
Dave the NRMA patrolman for driving me around Moruya everyone for making sure I was 
OK.        
 
A beautiful and remote area for a trip with a great bunch of people. 
 


